
Work with the best.

Changing Website Providers?
Follow These 8 Essential Rules.

Switching from one website provider to another is often pitched as a simple process, but in truth it’s anything but.
 
Between the technological complexities, the timing needed to ensure continuity of business, and the attention to detail required, migrating your 
website from one platform to another isn’t as straightforward as �ipping a switch or clicking a button. Sure, that’s how website providers themselves 
may pitch it to you – they want your business, after all – but there is no shortage of dealers who can share horror stories related to their seemingly 
simple decision to move from one website provider to another.
 
If you’re planning on changing your website provider or switching website platforms, you need to know what to look out for to ensure your business 
doesn’t suffer. While there are dozens, if not hundreds, of items you should monitor, press your new provider on some essential functions before you 
sign on the dotted line.
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Transfer Over All Relevant SEO Content
Just because you’re changing websites doesn’t mean you 
have to leave all of your old SEO content and keyword 
placements behind. New providers will saddle you with the 
same boilerplate content that thousands of other dealerships 
receive. We ensure that you continue to outrank your 
competition by moving your custom, highly optimized 
content over to your new website. And once you’re on your 
new platform, we can continue to provide you with the 
custom, mobile-�rst SEO-friendly content that ensures 
you're visible to those who are searching for you.

Protect Your Historical Data
Many website providers will create their own Google 
Analytics accounts and pro�les for your store when you 
move over to their platform. However, you need to maintain 
access to your historical data in order to properly gauge the 
success of your future campaigns and strategies. Working 
with the right partner to migrate your analytics tags, setting 
up the proper new Analytics Goals and more will help you 
ensure that you can set a foundation for success based on 
past performance and being able to anticipate future results.

Re-Verify Your Google Search Console Account
When you switch websites, your Google Search Console 
(GSC) veri�cation doesn’t just port over; you need to 
re-verify your account. GSC offers a multitude of bene�ts to 
webmasters who know how to use it; experts like the team 
at C-4 Analytics, which collectively own 600-plus Google 
Certi�cations (and counting). There are multiple methods 
through which you can re-verify your GSC account when 
switching to a new provider, and we can help guide you 
every step of the way.

Create a Proper 301 Redirect Map
Transferring your content to your new site is a good start, 
but that alone isn’t enough to ensure you maintain your SEO 
rankings; you also need to ensure you are correctly 
redirecting your old URLs to your new site. Our experts help 
you to correctly diagnose and inform Google where your old 
URLs are going by providing proper 301 redirects so 
crawlers can �nd and index your on-site pages. Many 
website providers will only 301 redirect your top 10 pages 
rather than properly redirect the hundreds of pages that exist 
in your sitemap. Why? Because it takes time and effort to 
create these redirect maps; time C-4 Analytics is willing to 
put in, but that many website providers aren’t.
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It’s pretty clear: you shouldn’t take your chances with a cookie-cutter digital solution or an untested partner when migrating websites. 
The safest way to ensure your website transfer goes smoothly is to work with an experienced, vendor-neutral partner like C-4 
Analytics that will tend to all the details while you focus on what matters most: your bottom line.
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Update Destination URLs Within Your
Digital Paid Ads
Most URL structures don't have a perfect 1:1 correlation 
from platform to platform. That means customers who click 
on your ads could land on a "this page does not exist" 404 
page after a site transition if your paid ads are still running to 
an old URL. If your website pages don't load or direct a user 
to a broken page, where are users going to turn? Your 
competitors. And when a user lands on a 404 page, they're 
much more likely to exit and search elsewhere. You need a 
partner that will ensure the people interacting with your ads 
end up at the right destination on your site. Otherwise, you 
could lose thousands of dollars in wasted ad spend, and 
even worse, you could lose customers.

Host Your Email Through Your
New Website Provider
This is a simple housekeeping item that a surprising number of 
website providers bungle amid site transfers. When you switch 
to a new website provider, you need to ensure that your email is 
hosted through that new provider. It sounds simple, but 
complications can be devastating to your continuity of business, 
and can also compromise sensitive organizational information. 
Having a trusted, experienced partner who can hold your new 
website provider accountable and ensure a seamless migration 
of your email hosting is essential.

Con�rm Your Lead Routing Is Up to Date
Last but certainly not least, you need to ensure that any lead 
submissions coming from your website are properly routing to 
your CRM. Most web providers say they include this as part of 
their transfer package when you sign up, but not all of them fully 
con�rm that lead routing is completed properly after their initial 
“one-and-done” setup. If the leads submitted through your 
website aren’t reaching your CRM, it renders the rest of your 
digital activity moot. You need a partner who will ensure that 
your leads are being properly rerouted at every step of the 
website transfer process.

Correct Your Call Tracking Numbers
If you were using your existing website provider for call 
tracking in any way, shape or form, then odds are the 
numbers that were assigned to you are �oating across 
multiple other online entities, local listings sites and business 
directories. Oftentimes, these numbers are recycled back 
into a pool when you leave your former platform. Without 
proper direction from digital marketing specialists, you could 
have customers trying to call you from old call tracking 
numbers that actually lead to a competing dealership 
instead. When you switch providers, you need a team to 
perform a local listings sweep so that your N.A.P. 
(Name/Address/Phone Number) is consistent across local 
listings sites and the internet.


